ONLY MAKE BELIEVE

ACTIVITY GUIDE

BRIAR ROSE
GET READY TO MAKE BELIEVE!

What's Only Make Believe?

Only Make Believe provides interactive theatre for children in hospitals, care facilities, and Special Education programs in NYC, Washington DC, and Philadelphia. We have created ONLINE Make Believe to provide families all over the globe with interactive activities.

ACTIVITY GUIDE

Welcome to the Fun Mess Kingdom! It's Briar Rose's Birthday, but when her attitude turns sour, she's put under a sleeping spell. Please help us wake Briar Rose and teach her kindness so we can all dance at her royal birthday celebration!

Follow the instructions on each page to complete the activity.

ONLINE VIDEOS!

Briar Rose and friends will be coming at you straight from your personal device! The King, Orgella the Party Queen and the Prince will ask you for submissions at the end of each Briar Rose Video.

Do your part to help save Briar Rose by submitting your artwork, ideas and photos! Then, stay tuned to see YOUR artwork in the next episode of Briar Rose!

www.onlymakebelieve.org/ONLINE

SUBMIT YOUR WORK!

Tag us & Send your pictures/videos* to: Online@OnlyMakeBelieve.org #onlinemakebelieve

Please include your First Name only and the city where you live. Example: Timmy, Brooklyn, NY

*Please send any large files through WeTransfer or GoogleDrive
For Parents/ Guardians

"Online Make Believe" is all about engaging children in interactive play wherever they are physically, emotionally, and developmentally. We know that not every activity is for everyone, but we strive to have enough opportunities for all children to shine!

If you have any suggestions or additional requests, don't hesitate to reach out with your ideas! We'd love to incorporate more as we continue to expand our virtual program offerings (online@onlymakebelieve.org).

Thank you in advance for sharing how you make believe!

Submitting Pictures & Video

Submitting a child's work will allow them to feel engaged from afar! At the end of each video, there will be a call to action where our professional actor/teaching artist will ask children to submit their work based upon a prompt in the Activity Guide. Feel free to adjust each activity to the levels of ability of each child.

Please submit all pictures/video the same day that each video is posted online (every Tuesday and Thursday) to online@onlymakebelieve.org. This allows our actors and editing team to incorporate as many of the child's suggestions and artwork as possible into our next video in the series. If this isn't possible, submit when you can and keep a look out for our final episode of each session for selections of past works. Any large files may be sent through GoogleDrive or WeTransfer.com (please still send to online@onlymakebelieve.org). If you would like to post on social media as well, please use the hashtag #onlinemakebelieve and we will share it!

By emailing Online@onlymakebeleive.org, you consent to having any images you send used by Only Make Believe for internal, external, Marketing and Social Media purposes. Please only send photos you are comfortable having posted Online and on Social Media, including, but not limited to Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. Only first names and cities will be used to credit children and their works of art!

Thank You for Helping Us Make Believe!
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Original Illustrations by Zina Umyn
Where would you like to go today?

If you could go ANYWHERE, Real or Imaginary, where would you go?

Complete the information on the left and draw a picture on the right.

Location Name:

Population:

Who lives here:

Where it is located:

What you can do here:
Eye Spy!
Can you find all of the Birthday Presents, Hats, Balloons, and Cakes hidden in the Kingdom for Briar Rose?

Find:
17 Presents
20 Balloons
5 Hats
5 Cakes

Balloons, and Cakes hidden in the Kingdom for Briar Rose?
Eye Spy! Can you find all of the Birthday Presents, Hats,
Briar Rose Coloring Fun

ONLY MAKE BELIEVE
Princess Briar Rose, but a typical princess she is not in fact, she can behave like bit of a snot.
Briar Rose Coloring Fun

Our Kingdom’s dear old King
Who wants to please his daughter more than anything!
PRINCE CHARMING ON HIS WAY TO SAVE A PRINCESS SO FAIR,
ONE IN A TOWER WITH EXCEEDINGLY LONG HAIR
Can you guess who’s he’s going to save ??
Orgella Party Queen is here
Come on kids, give me a cheer!
Briar Rose Word Search

Directions: Below is a list of words from Only Make Believe's play *Briar Rose*!
Can you find all of the hidden words in the word search?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Chambers</th>
<th>Guard</th>
<th>Orgella</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audience</td>
<td>Charming</td>
<td>King</td>
<td>Perform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birthday</td>
<td>Costume</td>
<td>Magic</td>
<td>Present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briar Rose</td>
<td>Copper Popper</td>
<td>Mirror</td>
<td>Prince</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cake</td>
<td>Crown</td>
<td>Moat</td>
<td>Spell</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FREEZE!

You've done such a great job working on this packet!

Wait to fill out the rest of the pages until after you watch each video!

find the videos at...
www.onlymakebelieve.org/ONLINE
Directions: in the space below, design a gift for Princess Briar Rose. This year Briar Rose has asked for *surprises*! Think about what surprise gift you would like to receive.
A Gift for Briar Rose

Directions: Below are four (4) options for gifts for Briar Rose.
Color all of the gifts on the page, and circle which one you would give to Briar Rose!
Parties are fun, parties are cool - who would you invite from school?

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Dinosaurs, Pirates, Cowboys - oh my! What is your favorite party theme? Write/draw your reply:

__________________________________________________
Now that your party is planned, it is time to play games that are in demand!

**Would You Rather?!**

**Directions:** Answer the questions with family or friends, make sure to explain your answers and be truthful to the end!

1) Would you rather have everything you draw become real or become a superhero of your choice?

2) Would you rather eat a bowl of spaghetti that was just one long noodle or eat ice cream launched from a catapult?

3) Would you rather be able to read minds or see one day into the future?

4) Would you rather have an amazing tree house or your whole yard be a trampoline?

5) Would you rather be able to talk to animals or be able to fly?

6) Would you rather be able to change colors like a chameleon or hold your breath underwater for an hour?

7) Would you rather have a very powerful telescope or a very powerful microscope?

8) Would you rather have the power to shrink things to half their size or the power to enlarge things to twice their size?

9) Would you rather play hide and seek or dodgeball?

10) Would you rather be a wizard or a superhero?

11) Would you rather be able to create a new holiday or create a new sport?

12) Would you rather only be able to walk on all fours or only be able to walk sideways like a crab?

13) Would you rather have the chance to design a new toy or create a new TV show?

14) Would you rather have ninja-like skills or be a master of magic?

15) Would you rather have a new silly hat appear in your closet every morning or a new pair of shoes appear in your closet once a week?

16) Would you rather meet your favorite celebrity or be on a TV show?

17) Would you rather be able to find anything that was lost or be able to speak any language?

18) Would you rather have a personal life-sized robot or a jetpack?

19) Would you rather have eyes that change color depending on your mood or hair that changes color depending on the temperature?

20) Would you rather have an elephant-sized cat or a cat-sized elephant?
TIC TAC TOE

Directions: You are X, your friend is O. The first player to get 3 of their marks in a row (up, down, across, or diagonally) will win and be the star of the show!
Now it is time to get up and move, there is no time to lose!

**Red Light, Green Light**

**Directions:**
With a parent or guardian, create two lines on the floor - a starting line and a finish line. Start with everyone along the starting line. One person will be in charge of yelling out the calls. When that person says "Green Light" everyone must move towards the finish line. When you say ‘Red Light’ everyone must immediately stop. If players are still moving when you call ‘Red Light’, they must go back to the starting line and start again! Start a new round when everyone gets across the finish line.
Orgella's Spell of Smiles

Directions: Use the four lines below to forge your own Spell of Smiles. Think of things that make you smile to include in your spell! Spells work best when they Rhyme, so use the boxes for rhyming words! Hint: the colors of the boxes will help you match your rhymes!

Bonus Activity: Smile magic is strongest when you use your whole body! Think about some different songs that make you feel happy, play these songs and dance your best happy dance to strengthen your spell!
Orgella's Spell of Smiles

Directions: Orgella is crafting a new Spell of Smiles to help Briar Rose. Can you help her complete the spell by filling in the missing words from the word bank?

**Word Bank**

- Treats
- Store
- Send
- Fish
- Friends
- Scene
- Dance
- Lawn

Sugar cookies, ice cream, and sweet _______ galore
Smiles a plenty you'll have in ____________!
I ___________ them to you with a strong wish
to be nicer to all, even birds and ____________.

Many __________ you will lose if you're always mean,
May this spell help you to change your __________
and together we will ___________ to the break of dawn
At your next birthday party out on the front ___________

**Bonus Activity:** Smile magic is strongest when you use your whole body!
Think about some different songs that make you feel happy,
play these songs and dance your best happy dance to strengthen the spell!
The Prince's Maze

Directions: Can you help guide the prince to the Castle?

He will need to travel through the Forest  🌲 up the Hill 🔱 and then swim across the Moat 🐟 to reach the Castle 🏰
Briar Rose Party Costume  

Directions: With Briar Rose awakened from her slumber, the party can now begin! Use the space below to design your ideal party outfit!
THANK YOU!
TO ALL OF OUR ROYAL SUBJECTS

Only Make Believe is done for today
But that's no reason not to play
Your imaginations are here
And here they will stay
To make up plays to share each day

We'll be back soon, with more stories in store
Our next one will truly make you soar
We're so glad to call you our friend
See you soon, but for now we'll say...The End